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ABSTRACT
　Using the same method as the characteristic trait test（Y-G test）and based on 
our previous reports, we investigated the relationship between changes in 
characteristic traits in wrestlers of K-university just before a big competition and 
their peak performance in the Emperor’s All-Japan Competition in 2009. With regard 
to the present results of the investigation of the relationship between changes in 
individual characteristic traits and peak performance before and after the 
competition, we summarized the following: 1）Most of the present results confirmed 
previous results - that is, wresters who have positively-changed characteristic traits 
before and after the competition have shown peak performance; 2）However, in the 
present case, typical sportsman’s characteristic trait（D-type）composed only 20% , 
with the remainder being composed of the A-type（80%）．Additionally, there were 
no E-type or B-type wrestlers; 3）Large changes in characteristic traits were observed 
after the competition only in wrestlers who had shown good peak performance. 
Although we can’t clearly explain this new phenomenon obtained from the present 
study, this evidence may suggest a new tendency in recent young wrestlers and 
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図９　情緒変化からみたA-型を示した選手（F120kg　Y.U）
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